
 
 

Mini Peking Duck Pancakes (makes 10) 

Ingredients:  

Chive Pancakes 

55g plain flour 

A pinch of salt 

1 large eggs 

5 flozs semi skinned milk 

1 tablespoons melted butter 

Small handful of chives, finely chopped 

 

Method: 

1. Make the pancakes.  First, sift the flour and salt in bowl.  Make a well in the 
centre of the flour and break in the eggs.  Start to whisk, beginning to 
incorporate the bits of flour from the edges as you do so.  Then start adding 
small quantities of the milk and whisk until the batter is smooth and the 
consistency of thin cream.  Add chopped chives to the batter and chill. 

 

2. When you are ready to cook the pancakes, heat up a heavy based frying 
pan, add a small amount of butter and spoon a tablespoon of the mixture 
to form a small pancakes.  Depending on the size of the pan you can 
probably make and cook about 3 pancakes at a time, flipping each one over 
with a spatula to ensure both sides are cooked.  It should take only a few 
minutes.  Remove pancakes and set aside on a board to cool.  Once cool 
layer pancakes into a pile, sandwiching each one with a small sheet of 
greaseproof paper.  Wrap in cling film until ready to use. 
 

3. Preheat oven.  Combine honey and soy.  Brush duck with honey soy 
mixture.  Roast duck until browned but still pink and juicy inside, about 12 
minutes.  Slice duck breast diagonally into ½ cm slices.  (or used shredded 
meat from a whole or half slow roasted duck if you prefer browner meat) 

 

4. Peel and de-seed cucumber and cut into julienne (very thin) strips.   
 

5. Remove outside layer from spring onions, cut off root and wash.  Cut into 
similar size julienne strips as cucumber 

 

6. Assemble: Lay out 4 pancakes at a time.  Spread with a thin layer of plum 
sauce.  Divide duck and julienne strips among pancakes.  Roll up tightly and 
tie with chives.  Serve at room temperature, arranged creatively on an 
attractive plate. 

Filling 

1 duck breast  

1tsp light soya sauce 

1 tsp honey 

2 spring onions 

½ small cucumber 

1 ½  tablespoons plum sauce 

10 long chives 


